
THIS WEEK IN PARLIAMENT– 17-20 July 2017 

Welcome to my This Week in Parliament, my weekly newsletter on events and 
developments in Parliament. Your feedback is always welcome! 
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Monday 

The main event on Monday set the tone for the week; Government department attempts to 

release information via written statement only to have to face an unhappy House of                

Commons as a result. The first to fall foul of this was the Secretary of State for Transport, 

Chris Grayling MP, whose department published a written statement on Monday                      

innocuously called HS2 Update. It did not however escape the attention of backbench MPs 

whose constituencies will be directly affected and who thought Mr. Grayling ought to have 

come to the Chamber to give the update in person. Several points of order raised in the       

early  afternoon eventually resulted in the Secretary of State conceding to come to the 

House shortly before it rose in the evening; a very rare event. 

Ed Miliband (Doncaster North, Lab): On a point of order, 

Mr Speaker. May I seek your                                                         

advice on the urgent matter of the HS2 route and the                

announcements due to be made by the Transport                       

Secretary, which will affect millions of people? The                    

Secretary of State began his consultation with an oral 

statement last November, and there had been an                     

expectation that he would announce his final decisions to-
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The last week of Parliament before the summer recess is a scramble of activity as it is the 
last chance for Government departments to release information before the break and 
equally the last chance for MPs to raise subjects, question Ministers and scrutinise what 
Government departments have just published. This week was no exception. Ministers came 
to the House (or in some cases tried to avoid coming to the House) to answer questions 
about HS2, the proposed merger of Sky and 21st Century Fox, the contaminated blood  
scandal and changes to the State Pension Age. There were also debates on the Queen’s 
Speech in Wales where I was able to make a contribution and several opportunities on 
Thursday to raise a range of subjects. The House will return on 5 September ready to tackle 
the EU (Withdrawal) Bill—debates start on Thursday 7 September, with key votes expected 
on  Monday 12 September. The next edition of this newsletter will appear on or around 8 
September, in the meantime, have a good summer. 

https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2017-07-17/debates/1707173000011/HS2Update
https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2017-07-17/debates/504ECA29-4A79-43D1-A27F-9A5133585AC4/PointsOfOrder
https://goo.gl/GvxmpJ
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day in an oral statement; indeed, parts of the media were briefed to that effect. All the indications now are 

that the news will be sneaked out in a written statement any time now. This is a gross discourtesy and 

adds insult to injury for my constituents. I seek your advice, Mr Speaker, about how we can get the 

Transport Secretary to come to the House and show some accountability on this issue.  

Mr. Speaker, while not having the power to demand a Minister attend the Chamber, on this occasion did 

drop a large hint that it might be a good idea; 

What I will say, however, is that if no statement is forthcoming from the Minister, it will be perfectly open 

to Members to do their best to secure parliamentary time and attention tomorrow. It may be that such an 

exploration would take place at some length, and it may be that, faced with such a scenario, a Minister 

might think it prudent and judicious to anticipate the difficulty and offer the statement today instead. I do 

not know—we shall have to see—but I am on the side of the House in wanting Ministers to be accountable 

to it. That seems pretty clear to me.  

The hint had the desired effect and the Transport Secretary duly appeared at 10pm, blaming an error              

rather than conspiracy for the way the issue was handled earlier in the day. He faced some difficult                  

questions from his own side on the route and cost; 

Philip Davies (Shipley, Con): There are many people, including in Yorkshire, who think that HS2 is a huge 

waste of money that could be better spent on infrastructure projects elsewhere in the region. He was            

bullish about the total figure that HS2 will cost. Will he therefore put a cap on the cost to make sure it 

does not overrun in the way some people think? At what point does he think HS2 will become too                      

expensive? Or does he support this project whatever its ultimate cost?  

Use of Parliamentary time 

Monday also saw a debate about Parliamentary time is being allocated; possibly not the most riveting of 

subjects, but highlighting the concern of many that not enough time is being given to opposition day             

debates (where opposition parties are allocated time to debate issues they choose) and the time it has 

taken to re-establish the select committees, which is now unlikely to happen properly much before           

October. All creating the suspicion that the Government is trying to avoid scrutiny as far as it can and 

leading to the nickname ‘zombie Parliament’ being bandied around; 

Pete Wishart (Perth and North Perthshire, SNP): Since we have come back, 

the pace at which the House’s usual arrangements have been put back in 

place has been woeful and unsatisfactory. There are only three full days left 

until the long summer recess, yet this House’s Select Committees are still not 

up and running, nor do we know the arrangements for its Standing and             

Statutory Instrument Committees. Given that they are going to be particular-

ly burdened by the repeal Bill, we need clarity and certainty about them.  

… 

It is not as if this Government have been over-exercised or energised by                

business thus far. Perhaps unfairly, this Parliament has already been dubbed the zombie Parliament, but I 

think that that comparison gives the flesh-eating undead a bad name. This is turbo-charged political             

zombie-ism, but a curious type of    zombie-ism, because the Government are not only tearing flesh from 

the public but starting to consume themselves. If we look around Whitehall, we see that what passes for 

normal discourse among Secretaries of State amounts to briefing and counter-briefing. I say to the Leader 

of the House that this is what  happens when Governments do nothing—bad stuff happens.  

https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2017-07-17/debates/CEC91F1D-27F4-4B85-B17B-8F7C3429DABC/HS2Update
https://goo.gl/RnVq3N
https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2017-07-17/debates/3F93ED07-B692-4F62-8ED6-977E1A788A33/SchedulingOfParliamentaryBusiness
https://goo.gl/FdsYWq
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Tuesday 

Treasury Questions on Tuesday morning gave the Chancellor of the Exchequer the opportunity to have a 

dig at critics within his own Cabinet about his position—media stories over the weekend had suggested 

that pro-Brexit colleagues were targeting the Chancellor, who perhaps did not help himself with the            

comments he made about public sector pay.  

Peter Dowd (Bootle, Lab): An enfeebled Chancellor has been 

forced to give a £1 billion bung to the Democratic Unionist party, to 

cough up £1.3 billion for a schools funding U-turn, to scurry around 

to find £2 billion to pay for his humiliating national insurance            

contributions debacle and to bail out his nightmare neighbour’s 

social care retreat with £2 billion. Why should this House believe a 

word, a promise, a claim or a target on reducing the debt?  

Chancellor of the Exchequer: I was glad to see the hon. Gentle-

man smiling by the end of that little rant. I do not know which plan-

et he lives on, but I do not feel particularly enfeebled.  

The Chancellor also faced a question from the newly elected Chair of the Treasury Select Committee,  

Conservative MP Nicky Morgan, who could prove to be a formidable opponent; 

Nicky Morgan (Loughborough, Con): Would the Chancellor not agree that a growing economy is                 
necessary to pay for our essential public services? The Office for Budget Responsibility’s “Fiscal risks             
report”, which has already been referred to, says that 

“governments should expect nasty fiscal surprises from time to time”— 

I am not referring to the shadow Chancellor there—and “plan accordingly”, but this Government also have 

to manage the uncertainties posed by Brexit. Should not a responsible Government not worsen                         

uncertainties and risks by the decisions that they take? 

Drugs Policy 

The Government has just published a new strategy on illegal drugs (available here). A debate on Tuesday 

afternoon exposed the fault lines in the House of Commons over the rationale behind the policy i.e. 

whether retaining the current position of making some drugs illegal is workable.  

Crispin Blunt (Reigate, Con): President Nixon declared a war on drugs in 1971. Nearly half a century later, 

I defy anyone to disagree that it has been a global public policy catastrophe. We desperately need a new 

approach and a completely different strategy. Although I welcome the emphasis that the Government 

strategy puts on improving treatment and recovery for users, it also rehearses the same failed arguments 

for prohibition and criminalisation that have patently failed. The measure of that failure is spelt out in the 

strategy itself: it tells us that in England and Wales the number of deaths from drug misuse registered in 

2015 increased by 10.3% to 2,479. That follows an increase of 14.9% in the previous year and 19.6% the 

year before that. Deaths involving heroin—about half the total—more than doubled from 2012 to 2015, 

as the right hon. Lady mentioned. The strategy also informs us that, each year in the United Kingdom, 

drugs cost society £10.7 billion in policing, healthcare and crime, with drug-fuelled theft alone costing £6 

billion a year.  

http://www.madeleinemoonmp.com/
https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2017-07-18/debates/01FE0805-12C8-4AA5-9F92-7F9464280008/OralAnswersToQuestions
https://goo.gl/SEgU3J
https://goo.gl/GzvWkB
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/drug-strategy-2017
https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2017-07-18/debates/733C6229-49D0-4559-8F59-5F1244C2DE13/DrugsPolicy
https://goo.gl/1UUfNy
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Victoria Atkins (Louth and Horncastle, Con): I am extremely grateful 

to my hon. Friend for giving way. I  declare an interest: I used to    

prosecute national-level drug barons. We are talking about                       

gun-toting criminals, who think nothing of shooting each other and 

the people who carry their drugs for them. What on earth does my 

hon. Friend think their reaction will be to the idea of drugs being              

regulated? Does he  really think that these awful people are suddenly 

going to become law-abiding citizens?  

Crispin Blunt: I shall come to my hon. Friend’s point directly. We 

have set up the business model that those people use. The value of 

that business model is why people go to the lengths they do to kill so 

many in  trying to maintain control.  

 

Wednesday 

Wednesday morning started with a Welsh themed debate in Westminster Hall—the subject was the 

Queen’s Speech; a title open enough to allow a number of subjects to be raised. I used the occasion to 

talk about Brexit. My Labour colleague Jo Stevens, who opened the debate, turned the focus on Brexit 

and its impact on women, making mention of what we will all hear more about in the coming months, 

Henry 8th powers. 

Jo Stevens (Cardiff Central, Lab): There are more than 40 years of laws made in the context of European 

Union membership. The former Lord Chief Justice, Lord Judge, has described Brexit as unleashing a 

“legislative tsunami”, and he thinks it will be the greatest challenge in history to the integrity of Parlia-

ment’s procedures. The repeal Bill published last week does nothing to reassure us that the integrity of 

Parliament’s procedures will be sustained, and my hon. Friend the Member for Cardiff West (Kevin Bren-

nan) gave the example of what happened in the WASPI debate. 

The Bill does nothing to reassure me and women across Wales that the Government will protect and main-

tain our hard-fought-for rights when we exit the EU. When I hear the Brexit Secretary say, for example, 

that all current workers’ rights under existing law will be protected, I am not convinced at all. It is not a 

promise, and it is certainly not a guarantee. We know what the Government are up to with the inclusion of 

those dangerous Henry VIII powers in the Bill. As we all know, Henry VIII’s powers never did much good for 

women. 

Madeleine Moon MP: One highlight of the Queen’s Speech was the customs Bill. I want to focus on that 
and the impact in Bridgend and in particular on Ford’s automotive engine plant. Like many other                 
automotive companies in the UK, Ford relies heavily on tariff and customs-free trade. Automotive experts, 
including the Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders, have made it crystal clear that customs                
barriers and tariffs will cripple the industry. It is no secret that the single market and customs union have 
been critical to the sector’s competitiveness. That is critical; we cannot allow that to change. The most 
recent figures show how significant the industry is to the UK economy. Its turnover was £71 billion and it 
supports 800,000 jobs. The EU is the largest market for the UK’s automotive sector, with 56% of exported 
cars going into it. 

The Government should heed calls from the sector and ensure that the benefits of the single market and 
tariff and customs-free trade with the EU is retained. That is essential. Keeping free trade and the supply 
chain unaffected is imperative, otherwise costs will increase. It is estimated that the effect on the             

https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2017-07-19/debates/EFFA5002-B594-4CAC-9B3E-AFDB8FAAAA30/Queen%E2%80%99SSpeechImplicationsForWales
https://hansard.parliament.uk/Commons/2017-07-19/debates/EFFA5002-B594-4CAC-9B3E-AFDB8FAAAA30/Queen%E2%80%99SSpeechImplicationsForWales
https://goo.gl/KCw2XG
https://goo.gl/QFMrzD
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automotive industry of losing free access to the customs union will be catastrophic. This is a highly               
integrated global industry, with vehicles and parts crossing borders multiple times in the assembly process. 
It relies on the just-in-time manufacturing process, so we need to maintain a seamless customs                    
arrangement. Without that just-in-time process, we will have companies’ cash tied up in making sure that 
parts are available and stockpiled rather than arriving just in time. That will have a devastating impact on 
the viability of the automotive trade in the UK. 

Leaving the EU without a deal would mean reverting to World Trade 
Organisation tariffs and customs checks at UK borders, which would 
increase delays, significantly increase costs and impact competiveness. 
The Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders found that a 10%             
tariff on finished vehicles because of World Trade Organisation rules 
would cost the industry a staggering £4.5 billion, which would                  
inevitably increase costs for consumers—the average cost of a car in 
the UK is expected to rise by £1,500 as a result. Research from the PA 
Consulting Group has found that the cost of moving to a World Trade 
Organisation regime would impose a 4.5% tariff on vehicle components 
alone, including the parts needed for the  engines being built in                
Bridgend. That would impact the competiveness of companies such as 
Ford in Bridgend, and then there is the knock-on effect of 14,000 jobs 

associated with that factory in Bridgend—14,000 jobs that I am determined to protect. 

I cannot stress enough how important tariff and customs free trade is. Investment in the UK car industry 
has already sharply declined in the first half of this year to just £322 million, compared with the total of 
£1.66 billion that was invested in the UK’s automotive sector last year. Companies are delaying spending 
because it is difficult to plan amid uncertainty over our future trading arrangements and concerns relating 
to the World Trade Organisation tariffs. The Government should carry out an impact assessment on how 
changes to customs procedures will affect the automotive industry, and absolutely avoid the possibility of 
resorting to World Trade Organisation rules. 

The industry needs concrete reassurances and further details on how the customs Bill will ensure                        

frictionless trade. Nothing is being told to the companies, everyone is living with uncertainty and employ-

ees are deeply concerned about their future, their ability to invest in mortgages and the uncertainty of 

their job prospects. Are they actually going to be in work in two years’ time? Nobody knows. Without 

doubt, the imposition of tariffs by losing access to the single market and customs union puts our                      

businesses across Wales, such as Ford, at a significant disadvantage. 

State Pension Age 

Recently, the ongoing campaign about the changes to the State Pension Age affecting women born in the 

1950s highlighted  the impact of changes in life expectancy and how there was a failure to notify                 

individuals who would be affected. Perhaps having learnt the lesson of the need for advanced warning, 

the Secretary of State for the Department for Work and Pensions made a statement which announced a 

considerable acceleration in the State Pension Age in 2037. The announcement contrasted sharply with a 

report this week that life expectancy in the UK has stalled. 

David Gauke: The Government are determined to deliver dignity and security in retirement, fairness 
across the generations, and the certainty that people need to plan for old age. In the report, I set out how 
we will achieve these things. As part of this publication, we have set out a coherent strategy targeted at                   
strengthening and sustaining the UK’s pensions system for many decades to come. This is about the              
Government taking responsible action in response to growing demographic and fiscal pressures. That is 

https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2017-07-19/debates/59EE7399-C2B4-4215-8343-37F5801D3D64/Pensions
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why I am today announcing the Government’s intention to accept the key recommendation of the Cridland        
review and  increase the state pension age from 67 to 68 over two years from 2037. This brings forward 
the increase by seven years from its legislated date of 2044 to 2046, in line with the recommendation 
made by John Cridland, and following careful consideration of the evidence on life expectancy, fairness 
and public finances. 

When the modern state pension was introduced in 1948, a 65-year-old could expect to live for a further 

13½ years. By 2007, when further legislation was introduced to increase state pension age, this had risen 

to around 21 years, and it is expected to be nearly 25 years in 2037. As the Cridland review makes clear, 

the increases in life expectancy are to be celebrated. I also want to make it clear that, even under the 

timetable for the rise I am announcing today, future pensioners can still expect to spend on average more 

than 22 years in receipt of the state pension. But increasing longevity also presents challenges for the  

Government. There is a balance to be struck between the funding of the state pension in years to come 

while also ensuring fairness for future generations of taxpayers. 

Debbie Abrahams (Shadow Secretary of State): Most pensioners will now spend their retirement 

battling a toxic cocktail of ill health, with men expecting to drift into ill health at 63, five years earlier than 

this              proposed quickened state pension age of 68, and women expecting to see signs of ill health at 

64. This    national picture masks even worse regional inequalities. Men who live in Nottingham are likely 

to suffer ill health from the age of 57, a full 11 years earlier, under this Government’s shortened plans, 

than a state pension age of 68. The Government talk about making Britain fairer, but their pensions policy, 

whether on the injustice that 1950s-born women are facing or on today’s proposal to increase the state 

pension age to 68, is anything but fair.  

Refugee children 

The outgoing Liberal Democrat leader Tim Farron forced a Home Office Minister to come to the Chamber 

on Wednesday afternoon to answer an urgent question about the number or lack thereof of refugee          

children being offered a safe haven in the UK. 

Before the election, the Government promised they would                 
transfer 480 refugee children from Europe to the UK, but in the 
other place the Government recently admitted that so far only 
200 unaccompanied children have been given sanctuary here. 
When do the Government expect to fulfil this measly                        
commitment, and will the Minister give us a date today? 

I say that it is a measly commitment because the UK should do so 

much more. Freedom of Information Act requests show that local 

councils have voluntarily offered to accept 1,572 more children in 

addition to those they already support. Does the Minister know 

this? In light of this information, will the Government reopen Dubs and take their fair share? 

In this reply, the Minister, Brandon Lewis, sought to explain Government policy and their concern that 

accepting more children would create a pull factor 

We are very clear that we must ensure that we do not create a pull factor while at the same time doing 

the right thing, as we have done with the £2.46 billion of support that makes us one of the biggest             

contributors and covers the biggest humanitarian aid project this country has ever conducted, to look after 

the people who need our care the most. Instead of playing politics with children’s lives, we should get on 

with looking after them and I wish the hon. Gentleman would join us in that.  

https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2017-07-19/debates/73226D74-D204-4667-A335-62C9E93D862E/ImmigrationAct2016Section67
https://goo.gl/5qpGEq
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Thursday 

The last day of Parliament before the summer recess was a frenzy of Government announcements; many 

through written statements, some of which contained bad news. As Monday showed, this is a tactic used 

by Government to try and avoid explanations on the floor of the House. The tactic is an old one frequently 

deployed by governments of all shades on the last day of term in the hope that releasing large amounts of 

information when everyone is running around trying to finish things off and with no Parliamentary time 

remaining to challenge what has been published. One such topic was the cancellation of electrification of 

the railway line between Cardiff and Swansea. You can see the full list here—scroll down to written              

statements. 

Before getting to that, an urgent question was tabled about the conduct the public inquiry into                

contaminated blood amidst concern that the Department of Health, the department with overall                      

responsibility is responsible for setting up the inquiry; 

Diana Johnson MP (Kingston Upon Hull North, Lab): Although I welcome last week’s announcement of an 

inquiry into the contaminated blood scandal, the vast majority of people affected by this scandal, their 

families, campaign groups and legal representatives, plus many cross-party parliamentarians, are, like me, 

dismayed to see the Department of Health leading on the establishment of this inquiry. The Department of 

Health, an implicated party at the heart of so much that has gone wrong over the past 45 years, must 

have no role in how this inquiry is established—in my view, it is akin to asking South Yorkshire police to 

lead an inquiry into the Hillsborough disaster.  

I was able to make a contribution too; 

This is not a matter of challenging the Minister’s personal integrity; that is not in doubt. 

What is in doubt is the wisdom of the decision to have a Department that is majorly               

implicated in the concerns about what happened in the past involved at any point in the 

consultation and in taking the inquiry forward. I hope that before we go into recess an             

urgent statement can be rushed out advising that the Cabinet Office or the Ministry of              

Justice will now lead, not only on the outline of the inquiry but on the consultation. Then 

we can have trust from those who have been involved.  

Jackie Doyle-Price (Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Health): It is quite without precedent at 

this stage—so shortly after announcing an inquiry—for such a decision to be made. It is normal practice 

for the sponsoring Department to embark on the consultation, and I repeat that the Cabinet Office is 

closely  involved from the perspective of propriety and ethics and the Department of Health is not working 

alone.  

Sky Television 

In the flurry of activity, the Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport  came to the House to make a 

statement about the process of considering the proposed merger of Sky TV and 21st Century Fox. In her 

statement, she confirmed that she will probably refer the proposal to the Competition and Markets              

Authority on grounds that it has implications for media plurality. She is unlikely to make a referral on the 

grounds of concerns about the integrity of the Murdoch family. Due to the Parliamentary recess, the  final 

decision on the referral will be made during the summer break, something which I raised with an                      

intervention; 

This is the second urgent question today in which the issues have been openness, transparency and trust. 

The importance of obtaining that public trust and buy-in to the decision that the Secretary of State is going 

https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2017-07-20/debates/B9E435A0-2008-4065-8C2C-BB5798C537E5/Fox-SkyMerger
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2017-07-20/debates/B9E435A0-2008-4065-8C2C-BB5798C537E5/Fox-SkyMerger
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2017-07-20/debates/1A0E9224-067B-47B0-ABA0-860155CE8F42/ContaminatedBlood
https://goo.gl/t5ofMU
goo.gl/Fd8RvJ
https://hansard.parliament.uk/commons/2017-07-20/debates/B9E435A0-2008-4065-8C2C-BB5798C537E5/Fox-SkyMerger
:/goo.gl/PyHW8e
:/goo.gl/PyHW8e
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to make means that it is absolutely essential that it comes back to Parliament. May I also remind the 

House that the BBC has never been investigated for phone hacking or other breaches of honesty and                   

decency? 

Karen Bradley (Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport): Just to be clear, I have come here of my 

own volition—this is a statement, not an urgent question—to be as open and transparent as I can. I              

wanted to be able to make a decision before the House rose for the summer recess, but it simply has not 

been possible. I will now take time to look at the representations and ensure that we make the right                 

decision. However, my “minded to” decision, about which I came to talk to the House three weeks ago, has 

not changed.  

Business Questions 

In the last Business Questions of the term, I was able to use the opportunity that it offers to raise any           

issue of my choice to highlight the failures of the ‘Through the Gate’ programme which introduced              

reforms in the way the probation system is organised in England and Wales. The subject was raised by a 

constituent with me on the doorstep during the election campaign. More follow up will be required when 

the House returns in September; 

Madeleine Moon MP: I am not going to make any progress with an inquiry into bimodal, back-to-the-

future trains for south Wales, so I will ask for something else. May we have a public inquiry into the recent 

report by Her Majesty’s inspectorate of probation on community rehabilitation companies, their inability 

to provide through-the-gate service outcomes for offenders, such as settled accommodation, the rise in 

reoffending, the rise in recalls to prison, the unrealistic workloads and the stressful working conditions? Is 

it not time we admitted that this experiment is an absolute disaster and looked at it again?  

Leader of the House: That is an incredibly important topic. Probation officers do a very difficult job, and 

they do very well in very trying circumstances. I understand that the hon. Lady intends to raise the matter 

with the Justice Committee so that it can consider it carefully once the Select Committees are up and      

running in September. 

Rail Electrification 

The Leader of the House was possibly regretting that the Department for Transport did not wait until later 

in the day to publish its written statement on rail electrification and its decision to cancel the plan to             

extend it from Cardiff to Swansea. You can see the statement here. As it happened, she found herself   

assailed by unhappy Welsh MPs including Carolyn Harris; 

Carolyn Harris (Swansea East, Lab): I have repeatedly sought clarity on 
rail electrification to Swansea. A succession of Transport Secretaries and 
Secretaries of State for Wales responded that I had only to look out of the 
train window to see that electrification was on its way. Today, sneaked 
out in a statement, came the news that my worst fears have been realised 
and rail electrification is not coming to Swansea. Will the Leader of the 
House ensure that the Transport Secretary comes before the House to ex-
plain to my constituents and the people of Wales why he has misled them 
on this issue? 

Leader of the House: I say very gently to the hon. Lady that there is no such thing as sneaking out a    
statement. It is a statement; it is designed to inform the House. Statements come out before the House 
rises because all Secretaries of State and Ministers are conscious of the need to keep the House informed 
as far as possible while it is sitting. 

 

https://goo.gl/jVCQuF
https://goo.gl/X6fcNz

